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The tentative ruling will become the ruling of the Court unless by 4:00PM of the Court day 

preceding the hearing, notice is given of an intent to argue the matter. Counsel or self-

represented parties must call Department 21 to request argument and must specify, in detail, 

what provision(s) of the tentative ruling they intend to argue and why. Counsel or self-

represented parties requesting argument must advise all other counsel and self-represented 

parties by no later than 4:00PM of their decision to argue, and of the issues to be argued. 

Failure to timely advise the Court and counsel or self-represented parties will preclude any 

party from arguing the matter. (Pursuant to Local Rule 3.43(2).) 

 

ALL APPEARANCES TO ARGUE WILL BE IN PERSON OR BY COURTCALL 

PROVIDED THAT PROPER NOTIFICATION IS RECEIVED BY THE DEPARTMENT AS 

PER ABOVE. 

 

The Court has no ability to effectively conduct hybrid hearings where some appear by Zoom 

while others appear in person. If all parties agree to appear by Zoom, call the department 

before 4:00PM on the day preceding the hearing for authorization to use the Zoom link below. 

You will likely be called at the end of the calendar. 

https://www.zoomgov.com/j/1612560320?pwd=QnE0Tk42MFc1VEQwZXFiN2tzVGgvUT09 

 

Department 21 

 
   

    

1. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  MSC18-00581 
CASE NAME:  NAJJAR VS. GOLDSTEIN 
 *HEARING ON MOTION IN RE:  APPEAR AS COUNSEL PRO HAC VICE ON BEHALF OF DEFENDANTS 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
Michael Zody’s application to appear as defense counsel pro hac vice is granted. 
 

 

  

    

2. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  MSC18-02141 
CASE NAME:  NDAH-FINGESI VS CO CO CO COMMUNITY 
 HEARING ON SUMMARY MOTION  JUDGMENT OR IN THE ALT SUMMARY ADJUDICATION+0002+ 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 

The motion for summary judgment, filed by defendant Contra Costa County is granted, as 

https://www.zoomgov.com/j/1612560320?pwd=QnE0Tk42MFc1VEQwZXFiN2tzVGgvUT09
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discussed below. The alternative request for summary adjudication is moot. Defendant shall prepare 

an appropriate form of judgment, separate from any order on the motion, for submission to the 

Court. 

I. Background 

Plaintiff Nene Ndah-Fingesi (“plaintiff”) alleges that defendant Contra Costa County 

(“County”) discriminated against her due to her medical condition. (Separate Statement of 

Undisputed Material Fact, hereinafter “SSUMF,” Fact 5, and plaintiff’s response.) 

Plaintiff has been employed by County in a teaching position since approximately February 

2009. When she was hired, plaintiff was required to pass a physical exam. (SSUMF, Fact Nos. 1, 21, 

and plaintiff’s responses.) In January 2011, plaintiff was hired in a permanent fulltime position as an 

Infant/Toddler Teacher-Project. (SSUMF, Fact 2, and plaintiff’s response.) Plaintiff was written up for 

being late to work on 71 occasions between August 2011 and January 2012. Only two occasions were 

for doctor's appointments, and she does not necessarily attribute the lateness to the disability at 

issue here. (SSUMF, Facts 81-86, and plaintiff’s responses.) Since March 2013, plaintiff has been 

disabled due to severe chronic kidney disease, and has been on medical leave from the County. 

(SSUMF, Fact 3, and plaintiff’s response.)  

The County’s Early Childhood Education Services has eight teaching and assistant teaching 

positions, including Infant/Toddler Teacher – Project and Teacher – Project positions. All 8 teaching 

and assistant teaching positions have the same essential functions which include certain physical 

requirements to help ensure healthy, safe and clean indoor and outdoor environment at the facility. 

(SSUMF, Facts 6-12, and plaintiff’s responses.) A teacher must be able to physically assist and aid 

children, lift children up to 50 pounds, and lift and carry equipment, toys, bikes, and furniture up to 

60 pounds, among other physical requirements. (SSUMF, Facts 13-17, and plaintiff’s responses.)  

Since being placed on leave, plaintiff has received and submitted numerous letters from her 

medical providers that limit her hours and activities. Since she was placed on leave, plaintiff has 

consistently been unable to work full time or lift more than 25 pounds. (SSUMF, Facts 34, 38, 40, 41, 

42, 44-48, 50, 51 and 53, and plaintiff’s responses.) Several interactive meetings were held to discuss 

accommodations, during the course of which plaintiff declined to seek additional training offered, and 

articulated she would only work as a teacher with an accommodation that other teachers would 

handle lifting duties. (SSUMF, Facts 69, 71, and plaintiff’s responses.) The County declined to 

implement this accommodation, explaining there would be emergencies, or other situations during 

which plaintiff would be alone with the children and lifting would be necessary. (See SSUMF, Fact 68, 

and plaintiff’s response.) The County attempted to hold further meetings, but plaintiff did not attend 

and/or failed to respond to letters requesting her presence at those meetings. (SSUMF, Facts 72-80, 

and plaintiff’s responses.) 

Plaintiff filed this action on August 24, 2018, alleging four causes of action against defendant: 

(1) disability discrimination, (2) refusal to provide reasonable accommodation, (3) refusal to engage in 

interactive process, and (4) retaliation. 
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II.  Motion and Opposition 

Defendant moves for summary judgment, or in the alternative, summary adjudication on 

each cause of action based on the following: 

1) The cause of action for disability discrimination under FEHA fails because she could not 

perform the essential job functions required for the position. 

2) The cause of action for refusal to provide reasonable accommodation fails because no 

reasonable accommodation would have allowed Plaintiff to perform the essential job 

functions required for the position. 

3) The cause of action for refusal to engage in interactive process fails because the County 

did engage in an interactive process, and no reasonable accommodations would have 

allowed plaintiff to perform required essential job functions. 

4) The cause of action for retaliation fails because the County had a legitimate, 

nonretaliatory reason for any alleged adverse employment action. 

In support of the motion, the County submits a request for judicial notice, declarations by 

counsel and Reni Radeva, a County Human Resources employee who was personally involved with 

many of the events here, job descriptions, discovery responses from plaintiff, plaintiff’s deposition 

testimony, and numerous letters to and from the County concerning plaintiff’s work status, including 

doctors’ statements of plaintiff’s ability to work, as well as letters concerning interactive process 

meetings.  

Plaintiff opposes the motion, contesting only several of the facts asserted by the County. In 

support of the opposition, she submits her own declaration, and otherwise citing the County’s 

evidence. 

III.  Evidentiary Issues 

The County requests judicial notice of Exhibits 1 and 2 to the County’s Index of Evidence, 

which are, respectively, the complaint and answer herein. Pursuant to Evidence Code, § 452 (d), 

judicial notice is appropriate because these are records of this court, and the request is granted.  

The County’s request for judicial notice of Exhibit 48, the County’s “Notice of Proposed 

Action,” is also granted, though the Court notes that the County failed to cite any particular statutory 

authority, and the case authority cited discusses an irrelevant subdivision of Evidence Code 452. 

Notwithstanding this technicality, plaintiff does not object and judicial notice is appropriate pursuant 

to Evidence Code, § 452 (c). Records of a county are properly noticed under as official acts of the 

state since counties are legal subdivisions of the state. (Cooke v. Superior Court (1989) 213 Cal.App. 3d 

401, 416, overruled on other grounds, County of San Diego v. State of California (1997) 15 Cal.4th 68.)  

The County’s objections to plaintiff’s declaration, nos. 2-5 and 7-9, are sustained for lack of 

foundation. The Court declines to rule on the remaining objections, which are not material to the 

disposition here. (See Code Civ. Proc., § 437c (q).) 
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IV. Standard on Summary Judgment 

To be entitled to judgment as a matter of law, a defendant must show by admissible evidence 

that the action has no merit. (Code Civ. Proc., § 437c, subd. (a).) A defendant has met its burden of 

showing that a cause of action has no merit if it demonstrates the absence of any single essential 

element of plaintiff’s case or if it demonstrates a complete defense to the action. (Code of Civ. Proc., 

§ 437c, subd. (o).) Once the defendant has met that burden, the burden shifts to the plaintiff to show 

via specific facts that a triable issue of material fact exists as to a cause of action or a defense thereto. 

(Code of Civil Procedure § 437c, subd. (p)(2).)  

Material facts are those that relate to the issues in the case as framed by the pleadings. (Serri 

v. Santa Clara University (2014) 226 Cal.App.4th 830, 860, citations omitted.) There is a genuine issue 

of material fact if, and only if, the evidence would allow a reasonable trier of fact to find the 

underlying fact in favor of the party opposing the motion in accordance with the applicable standard 

of proof. (Ibid.)  

V. Discussion 

A. Disability Discrimination (1st C/A)  

The motion here challenges plaintiff’s prima facie case of disability discrimination.  

FEHA proscribes two types of disability discrimination: (1) disparate treatment discrimination, 

and (2) disparate impact discrimination. (Avila v. Continental Airlines, Inc. (2008) 165 Cal.App.4th 

1237, 1246.) The former is how the County has classified plaintiff’s claim, which she does not dispute. 

This requires plaintiff to show (1) she suffers from a disability, (2) she is otherwise qualified to do her 

job, (3) she suffered an adverse employment action, and (4) the employer harbored discriminatory 

intent. (Avila, supra, 165 Cal.App.4th at 1246.)  

The second element requires a plaintiff to demonstrate that he or she was qualified for the 

position sought or held in the sense that he or she is able to perform the essential duties of the 

position with or without reasonable accommodation. (Green v. State of California (2007) 42 Cal.4th 

254, 267.) Plaintiff’s own authorities concerning reasonable accommodation do not diverge from 

these principles. 

Plaintiff admits she cannot perform the essential functions of any of the County’s teaching 

positions, but contends it would be reasonable for other teachers to perform those essential 

functions. (SSUMF, Facts 20, 56-57, plaintiff’s responses.) But the County’s evidence indicates it is 

“simply not possible or practical to have another person continually assist” every time lifting is 

required, given the staffing ratios and physical requirements of the job. (SSUMF, Facts 18-20, and 

plaintiff’s responses.)  

Plaintiff here acknowledges that, without accommodation, she is unable to perform the 

essential functions of the teacher positions with the County. (SSUMF Fact 57, and plaintiff’s response; 

see also Declaration of Ndah-Fingesi, ¶10 [“my doctor informed Defendant that I could perform all 
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tasks necessary of me to perform the essential functions of the job, with the exception of lifting over 

twenty pounds,” emphasis added].)  

While the County argues she has the same limitations as when she initially went on medical 

leave, plaintiff purports to dispute that the lifting restrictions over 20 pounds apply. (SSUMF, Fact 54, 

plaintiff’s response.) However, in her memorandum of points and authorities, she explicitly states she 

“does not dispute” having “a lifting restriction of twenty pounds.” (Opposition, 4:18.)  

The County has shown plaintiff is unable to establish at least one element of her first cause of 

action and summary judgment is appropriate.  

B. Refusal to Provide Reasonable Accommodation (2nd C/A) 

The County argues this cause of action fails because plaintiff cannot establish her prima facie 

case.  

“The elements of a failure to accommodate claim are (1) the plaintiff has a disability under 

the FEHA, (2) the plaintiff is qualified to perform the essential functions of the position, and (3) the 

employer failed to reasonably accommodate the plaintiff’s disability.” (Scotch v. Art Institute of 

California (2009) 173 Cal.App.4th 986, 1009-10 citing Wilson v. County of Orange (2009) 169 

Cal.App.4th 1185, 1192.)  

An employer has an affirmative duty to make reasonable accommodation for the disability of 

any applicant or employee if the employer knows of the disability, unless the employer can 

demonstrate, after engaging in the interactive process, that the accommodation would impose an 

undue hardship on the employer. (Prilliman v. United Air Lines, Inc. (1997) 53 Cal.App.4th 935, 947, 

citations omitted.)  

'Undue hardship' means an action requiring significant difficulty or expense, when considered 

in light of the following factors: (1) the nature and cost of the accommodation needed; (2) the overall 

financial resources of the facilities involved in the provision of the reasonable accommodations, the 

number of persons employed at the facility, and the effect on expenses and resources or the impact 

otherwise of these accommodations upon the operation of the facility; (3) the overall financial 

resources of the covered entity, the overall size of the business of a covered entity with respect to the 

number of employees, and the number, type, and location of its facilities; (4) the type of operations, 

including the composition, structure, and functions of the workforce of the entity; (5) the geographic 

separateness, administrative, or fiscal relationship of the facility or facilities. (Prilliman, supra, 53 

Cal.App.4th at 947, quoting Cal. Code Regs., tit. 2, § 7293.9, subd. (b).) 

The County’s evidence indicates undue hardship—specifically, the impossibility and/or 

impracticality of requiring another person to continually assist. (SSUMF, Facts 18-20, and plaintiff’s 

responses.) The lifting, which includes “lift[ing] children up to 50 pounds,” applies to teaching 

positions with the County for ages 0-6 according to the County’s “Essential Job Functions” list 

prepared prior to plaintiff being hired. (Index of Evidence, Ex. 6.) The job description for the preschool 

position plaintiff claims to be qualified for also specifically requires a physical exam and being able to 
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lift up to 60 pounds. (SSUMF, Fact 17, and plaintiff’s response.) Emergency situations could require 

that all teachers perform the essential duties. 

As noted, plaintiff cannot establish her qualification to perform the essential functions of a 

teaching position. Since all the teaching positions included at least one essential function plaintiff 

could not perform, she cannot establish her qualification for any teaching position. Plaintiff does not 

contend she was entitled to be placed in, or qualified for, any other positions with the County, despite 

evidence that she was offered opportunities to train for them.  

As a matter of law, the County has shown plaintiff is unable to establish at least one element 

of the second cause of action and summary judgment is appropriate. 

C. Refusal to Engage in Interactive Process (3rd C/A)  

The County argues this cause of action fails because it did engage with plaintiff and no 

reasonable accommodations would have allowed plaintiff to perform.  

“To prevail on a claim for failure to engage in the interactive process, the employee must 

identify a reasonable accommodation that would have been available at the time the interactive 

process occurred.” (Nealy v. City of Santa Monica (2015) 234 Cal.App.4th 359, 379.) “An employee 

cannot necessarily be expected to identify and request all possible accommodations during the 

interactive process itself […] [b]ut the employee should be able to identify specific, available 

reasonable accommodations through the litigation process, and particularly by […] the summary 

judgment stage.” (Ibid.)  

Plaintiff does not dispute that a number of meetings were held at which she stated the 

proposed accommodation she was willing to accept: other teachers covering her lifting duties. She 

does not demonstrate, however, that this accommodation is reasonable or would have been 

available.  

In general, a reasonable accommodation is a modification to the workplace or working 

conditions that enables the disabled employee to perform the essential functions of the job. (See 

Gov’t Code §12926(p)(2).) A reasonable accommodation does not include excusing an employee from 

essential functions by allocating them to other employees. (Nealy, supra, 234 Cal.App.4th at 373-375, 

citations omitted, [“examples of reasonable accommodations in the relevant statues and regulations 

include reallocating nonessential functions or modifying how or when an employee performs an 

essential function, but not eliminating essential functions altogether”].)  

The County has presented undisputed evidence that the lifting duties are essential to all 

teaching positions. Plaintiff fails to show any dispute of fact on this point. The County is therefore 

entitled to summary judgment on the third cause of action.  

D. Retaliation (4th C/A)  

The County contends the retaliation cause of action fails because the County had a good faith, 

non-retaliatory reason for plaintiff’s write-ups. 
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To establish a prima facie case of retaliation, “a plaintiff must show (1) he or she engaged in a 

‘protected activity,’ (2) the employer subjected the employee to an adverse employment action, and 

(3) a causal link existed between the protected activity and the employer's action.” (Zamora v. 

Security Industry Specialists, Inc. (2021) 71 Cal.App.5th 1, 63, citing Yanowitz v. L'Oreal USA, Inc. 

(2005) 36 Cal.4th 1028, 1042.) If the employee presents a prima facie case of retaliation, the court 

then employs the three-stage McDonnell Douglas framework to analyze the employee's claim. (Id. at 

63.) Pursuant to the framework, once the employer has articulated a legitimate, nondiscriminatory 

reason for the challenged action, plaintiff bears the burden to show that the employer's proffered 

reasons are pretextual. (Zamora, supra, 71 Cal.App.5th at 32, citations omitted.) 

Here, the County has demonstrated the write-ups in 2011-2012 were due to plaintiff being 

late on over 70 occasions. This qualifies as a legitimate, nondiscriminatory reason. Plaintiff fails to 

discuss retaliation in her opposition, or demonstrate that this stated reason is pretextual. Accordingly, 

summary judgment on the fourth cause of action is appropriate.  

 
 

 

  

    

3. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  MSC19-00901 
CASE NAME:  SATHYA RAO VS LUC M DESMEDT 
 *HEARING ON MOTION IN RE:  TO ENFORCE SETTLEMENT (CCP 664.6) AND FOR ENTRY OF 
JUDGMENT 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
Before the Court is Plaintiffs Sathya Rao and Kalpana Rao (“Plaintiffs”) Motion to Enforce Settlement 

per Code of Civil Procedure §664.6 and for Entry of Judgment (“Motion”).  

For the following reasons, Plaintiffs’ Motion is denied without prejudice.  

Procedural Background 

This matter pertains to a property dispute whereby Plaintiffs are seeking confirmation of an easement 

over and through two properties: one owned by the Defendants Luc and Claudia Desmedt (“Desmedt 

Defendants”) and one owned by the Tice Valley Gardens Homeowners Association (“HOA”). A 

Settlement Conference was held on December 16, 2021 involving Plaintiffs and the Desmedt 

Defendants, as Plaintiffs had previously settled with the HOA.  

At the Settlement Conference, Plaintiffs and the Desmedt Defendants reached a general settlement 

agreement. The terms of the agreement were hand-written by Plaintiffs’ counsel, and signed by 

Plaintiff Kalpana Rao and the Desmedt Defendants (the “Settlement Agreement”) (Declaration of 

Kevin P. Cody (“Cody Decl.”) Ex. A.) Sathya Rao did not sign the Settlement Agreement.  

The Settlement Agreement states, in pertinent part: 

• “Desmedts agree to a 20 foot easement over their property as illustrated on the attached 
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survey, less the portions of Desmedts’ property enclosed by the fence and wall to the right of 

the driveway as illustrated in attached photograph.” 

… 

• “Parties will execute a formal, standard settlement agreement, along with a grant of 

easement and maintenance agreement.” 

• “Settlement subject to CCP 664.6 Enforcement” (NOTE: Defendants dispute this was part of 

the Settlement Agreement at the time it was signed) (Cody Decl., Ex A.)  

Although the Settlement Agreement states there is a survey and a photograph attached, Defendants 

maintain that such items were not part of the Settlement Agreement at the time they signed it. 

(Declaration of Claudia Desmedt (“Claudia Decl.”) ¶¶9-10; Declaration of Luc Desmedt (“Luc Decl.” 

¶¶9-10.) This fact is confirmed by Plaintiffs’ counsel, as his declaration confirms that the copy of the 

survey referenced in the Settlement Agreement was “prepared following the settlement reached at 

the Issue/Settlement Conference…” (Declaration of Kevin P. Cody (“Cody Decl.”) ¶9.) Also, in looking 

at the survey attached as Exhibit H, the date appears to read “January 2022” – which is sometime 

after the December 16, 2021 Settlement Conference. (Cody Decl., Ex. H.)   

 Geography of Easement 

Defendants maintain that at the Settlement Conference a survey was circulated between the parties 

to show the precise easement area that would be subject to the proposed agreement. (Luc Decl., ¶4; 

Claudia Decl., ¶4.) Mr. Desmedt declares that during the Settlement Conference he “drew and shaded 

out a triangular area on the survey, to indicate an area that my wife and I wished to be excluded from 

the easement area.” (Luc Decl. ¶5.) He also shaded the same triangular area on the aerial photo of 

the area. (Ibid.) He specifically marked this triangular area because (1) a wall extends from their 

driveway that would block ingress and egress; and (2) the triangular area is used as necessary 

additional parking on their property. (Id. at ¶6.) Defendants do not attach a copy of the survey that 

was allegedly used during the Settlement Conference.  

Plaintiffs dispute the above when they note that the “undisputed evidence is that there was no such 

survey,” because the “only survey that was ever performed for purposes of this matter was 

performed by Plaintiffs surveyor, and the only survey drawing ever prepared for purposes of this 

matter was the one prepared by Plaintiffs’ surveyor” attached as Exhibit C to the Cody Declaration. 

(Reply at 2:25-3:3; Cody Suppl. Decl. ¶¶2-3.) Plaintiff does not state when such survey was made. In 

looking at the Exhibit C filed with the Court, it appears that it was made in February of 2020 – 

however, it is mostly illegible. Below is an enlargement of the date on Exhibit C. 
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If the survey was made in February 2020, it could have been available for use at the Settlement 

Conference. There is no way for the Court to know. The Court does find it surprising that the Parties 

would not have a copy of a survey showing the area in dispute during a Settlement Conference, the 

point of which was to specifically address the area of the proposed easement.  

As the Settlement Agreement indicated that a “formal, standard settlement agreement, along with a 

Grant of Easement and Maintenance Agreement” was to be finalized later, Plaintiffs’ counsel 

prepared those agreements, modeling them largely on the ones agreed to by the HOA. (Cody Decl. 

¶8.) Plaintiffs counsel sent these documents to Defendants’ counsel. (Ibid.) The proposed settlement 

documents prepare by Plaintiffs’ counsel included the below survey, which purports to show the 

proposed easement location (Cody Decl. Ex. D, sub Ex. B, B.): 

 

 

It is worth noting that the date on the above survey is January 2022 – the month after the Settlement 

Conference took place.  It is also unclear where each of the respective Parties’ properties are located, 

and where the actual easement is supposed to be located, given the low quality of the documents 

provided to the Court.  

 

A few days later, Defense Counsel sent his own version of the proposed settlement agreement. (Cody 

Decl. ¶8; Ex. E.) Defense Counsel’s proposed settlement documents included two surveys, showing: 
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(1) the portion of Defendants’ property that will be part of the easement; and (2) the area that 

Defendants proposed that Plaintiffs release any interest they may have (Cody Decl. Ex. E at “Easement 

Rights” and Attachments A and B thereto): 

(1) 

 

(2) 
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The circled portion above (added by the Court for illustrative purposes only) appears to be the 

“triangular area” described by Mr. Desmedt that he and his wife wished to exclude from the 

easement. However, Defendants do not actually point out where, exactly, the “triangular area” they 

are focused on actually is. This appears to be the area in dispute, but it could be the whole shaded 

section in (2) above. The parties do not provide any additional detail. The date on each of the above is 

illegible.  

Given the above, it is impossible for the Court to determine what the Parties actually agreed to. 

Plaintiffs argue that is it clear that Defendants agreed to a “20 foot easement over their property” – 

which the Settlement Agreement clearly states. Given that the area in dispute appears to taper, 

where is the 20-foot mark measured from? Also, which direction is the 20 feet measured? Does the 

20 feet run left to right on the above survey? Or does it run bottom to top? A description of a “20 foot 

easement” does not provide sufficient information to definitively establish where that easement lies. 

It is also worth noting that although the survey appears to have a scale shown, it is impossible to 

discern it on the copies provided to the Court.  

Adding to the confusion is the fact that there apparently was not a survey actually attached to the 

Settlement Agreement at the time it was signed, despite the fact that Plaintiffs’ counsel specifically 

drafted the Settlement Agreement to state “as illustrated on the attached survey.” (Cody Decl., ¶7, 

Ex. A.) As noted above, Defendants maintain that there was a copy of a survey at the Settlement 

Conference that they drew upon. Plaintiffs dispute this, and claim no survey was used during the 

Settlement Conference – as “Exhibit ‘C’ is the one and only survey drawing that could possibly have 

been referenced in the written settlement agreement…” Exhibit C, however, appears to have been 

prepared in February 2020. (See above.) Therefore, it was in existence and could have been used 

during the Settlement Conference. Plaintiffs do not explain how Exhibit C could not possibly have 

been used.  

Plaintiffs also state that there was only ever one survey performed for purposes of this matter, and it 

was prepared by Plaintiffs – and is Exhibit C to the Cody Declaration. (Cody Suppl. Decl., ¶2.) It is 

curious then, why Exhibit C appears to have been prepared in February 2020: (blowup of date on Ex. 

C.) 

 

while the copy of the survey sent by Plaintiffs to Defendants following the Settlement Conference, 

and attached to the “formal, standard settlement agreement” appears to have been prepared in 

January 2022 (blowup of date on Ex. D, sub ex. B, B): 
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There is no explanation as to why these two surveys have different dates if only one survey was ever 

prepared.  

 Scope of Easement 

Plaintiffs Motion states that it was brought to “confirm, not create, the existence of an easement for 

ingress, egress and utilities over, under, across and through properties owned by Desmedts….” 

(Motion at 1:27-2:1, emphasis added.) The Desmedts declare that they did “not consent to a utilities 

easement over any portion of” their property. (Claudia Decl. ¶7; Luc Decl. ¶7.) They note that the 

word “utilities” does not appear in the Settlement Agreement, nor “did the word ‘utilities’ come up 

once during the Settlement Conference.” (Ibid.) The Settlement Agreement does not reference 

utilities, or what exactly the scope of the easement would be.  

On reply, Plaintiffs argue that Defendants were on notice that the easement would include utilities, as 

their Complaint, Mediation Brief, Issue Conference Statement, and Settlement Conference Statement 

all specifically note that they were seeking an easement for “ingress and egress and for utilities.” 

(Cody Suppl. Decl. Exs. I-L.) Plaintiffs note that the inclusion of utilities in the easement was not 

discussed during the Settlement Conference because Plaintiffs have always and continually 

maintained that the easement was to include utilities. As such, they focused on the geographic area 

of the easement during the Settlement Conference. Defendants did not raise the issue of utilities 

being included in the easement during the Settlement Conference, even though they were aware 

Plaintiffs were requesting a utility easement in the scope of easement at issue.  

Analysis 

Pursuant to the California Code of Civil Procedure (“CCP”): 

If parties to pending litigation stipulate, in a writing signed by the parties outside of 
the presence of the court or orally before the court, for settlement of the case, or 
part thereof, the court, upon motion, may enter judgment pursuant to the terms of 
the settlement. If requested by the parties, the court may retain jurisdiction over the 
parties to enforce the settlement until performance in full of the terms of the 
settlement. 

(Code Civ. Proc., §664.6(a).) 

California courts have interpreted section 664.6 as creating “a summary, expedited procedure to 

enforce settlement agreements when certain requirements that decrease the likelihood of 

misunderstandings are met.” (Elyaoudayan v. Hoffman (2003) 104 Cal.App.4th 1421, 1429.). 
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A trial court ‘hearing a section 664.6 motion may receive evidence, determine disputed facts, and 

enter the terms of a settlement agreement as a judgment.’” (Bowers v. Raymond J. Lucia Companies, 

Inc. (2012) 206 Cal.App.4th 724, 732 quoting Weddington Productions, Inc. v. Flick (1998) 60 

Cal.App.4th 793, 809.) “The trial court may not ‘create the material terms of a settlement, as opposed 

to deciding what terms the parties themselves have previously agreed upon.’” (Ibid.) “Thus, a trial 

court cannot enforce a settlement under section 664.6 unless the trial court finds the parties 

expressly consented … to the material terms of the settlement.” (Ibid.)  

Settlements are “uniformly treat[ed] … as a contract subject to all the normal legal and statutory 

contractual requirements.” (Timney v. Lin (2003) 106 Cal.App.4th 1121, 1127.) A settlement 

agreement is “therefore governed by the same legal principles applicable to contracts generally.”  (In 

re Marriage of Hasso (1991) 229 Cal. App. 3d 1174, 1180.)   

“One of the essential elements of an enforceable contract is mutual consent.” (Bowers, supra, 206 

Cal.App.4th at 733-34.) “For consent to be mutual, the parties must all agree on the same thing in the 

same sense.” (Id. at 734.) “The existence of mutual consent is determined by objective rather than 

subjective criteria, the test being what the outward manifestations of consent would lead a 

reasonable person to believe.” (Ibid.) “If there is no evidence establishing a manifestation of assent to 

the ‘same thing’ by both parties, then there is no mutual consent to contract and no contract 

formation.” (Ibid.)  

As discussed above, the parties did appear to come to an agreement that an easement should be 

allowed over the Desmedt Defendant’s property. The Settlement Agreement signed by the Parties 

makes this clear. The precise scope and geographic area of the easement, however, still appears to be 

in dispute.  

Defendants provide declarations indicating that they marked out a “triangular area” of their property 

that not be included in the easement. (Luc Decl. ¶5.) This area appears to be indicated in the version 

of the survey their previous counsel sent to Plaintiffs’ counsel following the Settlement Conference. 

(Cody Decl. ¶8; Ex. E – images (1) and (2) above) It is not, however, indicated in the version of the 

survey prepared by Plaintiffs’ counsel. (Cody Decl. ¶8, Ex. D – the first figure above)  

Plaintiffs dispute that this occurred.  

The Settlement Agreement, at the time it was signed, stated that the Defendants agreed to a “20 foot 

easement over their property as illustrated on the attached survey…” (Cody Decl., Ex A.) It appears, 

however, that at the time the Settlement Agreement was signed there was no survey attached to the 

Settlement Agreement. This is evidenced by the fact that (1) Plaintiffs dispute that a survey was used 

during the Settlement Conference, and (2) that Plaintiffs attach as Exhibit A to the Cody Declaration a 

“true and correct copy of the hand-written settlement agreement executed” by the Parties at the 

December 16, 2021 Settlement Conference. (Cody Decl. ¶2, Ex. A.) That Exhibit A is just a copy of the 

two-page hand-written Settlement Agreement – without any attachments. If the copy of the 

Settlement Agreement executed at the Settlement Conference actually had the two attachments, one 
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would expect those three documents to be attached as a single document. 

Thus, although the Settlement Agreement – drafted by Plaintiffs’ counsel – states that there is a 

survey attached, no survey was actually attached at the time it was drafted and signed by the Parties. 

Without the benefit of a survey showing the area the Parties agreed to at the time they signed the 

Settlement Agreement, the Court is left with just the specific terms of the Settlement Agreement. 

With regards to the geographic scope of the easement that means “a 20 foot easement over [the 

Desmedt Defendant’s] property as illustrated on the attached survey, less the portions of Desdemts’ 

property enclosed by the fence and wall to the right of the driveway as illustrated in the attached 

photograph.” (Cody Decl., Ex. A.)  

The problem with the above language is that (1) no survey was attached at the time; (2) no 

photograph was attached at the time, and, (3) the photograph provided (attached to the later sent 

settlement agreement) is illegible and does not assist the Court in determining the scope of the 

easement. Below is a copy of the photograph submitted to the Court (Cody Decl. Ex. D sub Ex. B-A): 

 

 

Even though Plaintiffs may have felt that there was an agreement regarding the scope and geographic 

area of the easement, the evidence shows that no such agreement existed at the time the Settlement 

Agreement was signed. “[A]n instrument in writing is construed most strongly against the party who 

drafted it or caused it to be drafted.” (Laux v. Freed (1960) 53 Cal.2d 512, 524.) Here, the fact that the 

two attachments referenced in the Settlement Agreement did not actually exist at the time it was 

signed must be construed against the Plaintiffs.  

Utility Easement 

“A grant in general terms of an easement of way will ordinarily be construed as creating a general 
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right of way capable of use in connection with the dominant tenement for all reasonable purposes.” 

(Laux v. Freed (1960) 53 Cal.2d 512, 525.) “[I]f the scope or extent of an express easement is unclear, 

its use ‘is to be measured rather by such uses as the parties might reasonably have expected from the 

future uses of the dominant tenement.’” (Pear v. City and County of San Francisco (2021) 67 

Cal.App.5th 61, 75 quoting Camp Meeker Water Systems, Inc. v. Public Utilities Com. (1990) 51 Cal.3d 

845.)  

Here, Plaintiffs have shown that they have, since the filing of the Complaint, sought an easement that 

would include utilities. (Cody Suppl. Dec. Exs. I, J, K, L) Defendants have not produced any evidence 

undermining this assertion. Plaintiffs also establish that utilities are “essential to Plaintiffs use and 

development of their [landlocked] properties, and limiting the easement to only pedestrian and 

vehicular access to the properties is of almost no value if Plaintiffs cannot get utilities to them.” (Reply 

at 4:19-23.) As such, it does appear that the Parties anticipated that the easement would include 

utilities.  

Settlement Agreement Terms 

Defendants contend, without evidence, that the Settlement Agreement did not contain the 6th bullet 

point, which reads: “Settlement subject to CCP 664.6 enforcement.” As noted by Plaintiffs’ counsel, 

the signatures appear directly under this bullet point. The copy provided appears to be in the same 

handwriting and style, and is consistent with the rest of the document. It is also a standard clause 

which would be found in a draft settlement agreement between the parties. Plaintiffs counsel also 

affirms in his declaration that he did not modify or alter the Settlement Agreement after signature. 

(Cody Suppl. Decl. ¶7.)  

The Court finds that the Settlement Agreement contains the reference to CCP §664.6. 

Given the above, Plaintiffs’ Motion to Enforce Settlement under CCP §664.6 is denied without 
prejudice. 
 

 

  

    

4. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  MSC19-01161 
CASE NAME:  BAY BUSINESS CREDIT VS DP TELECOM, ET AL. 
 *HEARING ON MOTION IN RE:  FOR ASSIGNMENT ORDER 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
Counsel to appear. The court would be willing to grant the order but is concerned with notice. 
Attorney Kirkland’s address on file with the State Bar is different from that on the proof of service and 
it does not appear that counsel served her at her known email address. Unless counsel has additional 
information about the adequacy of notice, the court would continue the hearing so notice can be 
provided. 
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5. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  MSC20-00727 
CASE NAME:  BUSTO VS. DELANEY 
 *HEARING ON MOTION IN RE:  GOOD FAITH SETTLEMENT 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
Unopposed motion for good faith settlement between Allianz Life Insurance Company and the Robles 
plaintiffs is granted. The court will sign the order provided. 
 

 

  

    

6. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  MSC20-01285 
CASE NAME:  ANDERSON VS WATERMARK PROPERTIES 
 HEARING ON SUMMARY MOTION   
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
Before the Court is Defendants Watermark Properties, Jaynell Bell, Robert Chambers, and Maria 

Chambers (collectively “Defendants”) unopposed Motion for Summary Judgment (“MSJ”). The MSJ 

relates to the Complaint filed by Tiffany Anderson, which alleges two premises liability claims: 

negligence and willful failure to warn.  

For the following reasons, the unopposed MSJ is granted. 

Factual Background 

The Complaint alleges that Plaintiff was injured when she stepped up onto a retaining wall owned by 

Defendants and fell because certain bricks in the wall were not secured. The fall resulted in injuries to 

Plaintiff.  

Standard 

Summary judgment is proper if all the papers submitted show that there is no triable issue as to any 
material fact and that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law. (Code Civ. Proc. § 
§437c(c).) A defendant has met his or her burden of showing that a cause of action has no merit if the 
party has shown that one or more elements of the cause of action cannot be established, or that 
there is a complete defense to the cause of action. (CCP §437c (p)(2).) Once the defendant has met 
this burden, the burden shifts to the plaintiff to show that a triable issue of one or more material facts 
exists as to the cause of action. (Ibid.) 

Material facts are those that relate to the issues in the case as framed by the pleadings. (Serri v. Santa 
Clara University (2014) 226 Cal.App.4th 830, 860, citations omitted.) “In ruling on the motion, the 
court must consider all of the evidence and all of the inferences reasonably drawn therefrom, and 
must view such evidence and such inferences, in the light most favorable to the opposing party.” 
(Aguilar, supra, 25 Cal.4th at 843 (internal citations and quotations omitted); see also, Code of Civ. 
Proc. §437c(c).) 

A defendant may rely on plaintiff’s discovery responses to show that a cause of action has no merit, 
and shift the burden to the plaintiff to demonstrate a triable issue of material fact. (Great American 
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Ins. Cos. v. Gordon Trucking, Inc. (2008) 165 Cal.App.4th 445, 451 citing Union Bank v. Superior Court 
(1995) 31 Cal.App.4th 573, 590.) “Any matter admitted in response to a request for admission is 
conclusively established against the party making the admission in the pending action ….” (California 
Code of Civil Procedure §2033.410(a).) Admissions of a party, through requests for admission, are 
sufficient to support a motion for summary judgment. (Gribin Von Dyl & Assocs. v. Kovalsky (1986) 
185 Cal.App.3d 653, 662; see also CCP 437c(b)(1) “The motion shall be supported by … admissions 
…”.)   

Even though the instant MSJ is unopposed, the Court cannot grant summary judgment unless 
Defendant meets its initial burden. (See Johnson v. Superior Court (2006) 143 Cal.App.4th 297, 305.) 
The scope of the defendant’s initial burden is defined by the pleadings. (See 580 Folsom Assocs. v. 
Prometheus Dev. Co. (1990) 223 Cal. App. 3d 1, 18.) 

Analysis 

“The elements of a negligence claim and a premises liability claim are the same: a legal duty of care, 

breach of that duty, and proximate cause resulting in injury.” (Kesner v. Superior Court (2016) 1 

Cal.5th 1132, 1158.) 

Here, during discovery, Defendants served Requests for Admission (“Requests”) on Plaintiff directed 

at the two causes of action alleged. (Undisputed Material Fact (“UMF”) No. 2.) These included 

requests that Plaintiff admit that: (1) Defendants “are not liable for your Cause of Action of 

Negligence;” (2) Defendants “are not liable for your Cause of Action of Willful Failure to Warn;” and 

(3) that the bricks of the retaining wall at issue were “not a dangerous condition.” (UMF 2.)  

Plaintiff failed to timely serve verified responses to the Defendants’ Requests. (UMF 3.) Accordingly, 

Defendants filed a motion to have the Requests deemed admitted. (UMF 4.) On December 14, 2021, 

this Court granted Defendants’ motion, holding that the unopposed motion “to deem the third set of 

RFAs admitted against plaintiff is granted.” (UMF 5; Declaration of David Hunter III (“Hunter Decl.”) 

Ex. C.)  

Responses to requests for admission “may be relied upon as evidence under the express terms of the 

summary judgment law which provides, ‘The motion shall be support by … admissions….” (Union Bank 

v. Superior Court (1995) 31 Cal.App.4th 573, 580 quoting §CCP 473c(b)(1).) As each of the above 

Requests is deemed admitted, it is undisputed that Defendants (1) are not liable to Plaintiff for her 

cause of action of negligence, and (2) are not liable to Plaintiff for her cause of action of willful failure 

to warn. 

As such, Defendants have met their burden of showing that a cause of action has no merit as they 

have established that the Plaintiff cannot establish one or more elements of the causes of action, and 

there is a complete defense to the causes of action. Plaintiff has not provided any response, and has 

therefore not met her burden to show that a triable issue of one or more material facts exists as to 

the causes of action.  

 Based on the above, the unopposed motion for summary judgment is granted. 
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7. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  MSC20-01395 
CASE NAME:  COURT VS OTIS ELEVATOR COMPANY 
 *HEARING ON MOTION IN RE:  FOR LEAVE TO FILE COMPLAINT IN INTERVENTION 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
Continental Insurance Company’s unopposed motion for leave to file a complaint in intervention is 
granted. The court will sign the order provided. 
 

 

  

    

8. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  MSC21-00121 
CASE NAME:  YAO VS DIABLO VALLEY ONCOLOGY/HEMATOLOGY MEDICAL 
 *HEARING ON MOTION IN RE:  TO SET ASIDE DISMISSAL BY PLAINTIFFS 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
Appearances required. Plaintiffs will be permitted to argue the tentative ruling that was posted for 
the July 6, 2022 calendar.  
 

 

  

    

9. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  MSC21-00121 
CASE NAME:  YAO VS DIABLO VALLEY ONCOLOGY/HEMATOLOGY MEDICAL 
 *HEARING ON MOTION IN RE:  RECONSIDERATION ON ORDER GRANTING MSJ 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
Appearances required. Plaintiffs will be permitted to argue the tentative ruling that was posted for 
the July 6, 2022 calendar. 
 

 

  

    

10. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  MSC21-00395 
CASE NAME:  OURA VS A AND A SENIOR LIVING 
 *HEARING ON MOTION IN RE:  TO STAY ARBITRATION 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
RECOMMENDATION 
             
The motion is continued to August 24, 2022,  at 9:00 a.m., to be heard with the pending Motion to 
Compel Arbitration. 
 

 

  

    

11. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  MSC21-00885 
CASE NAME:  LOPEZ VS KHAWAJA, ET AL. 
 HEARING ON DEMURRER TO:  TO PLAINTIFF'S 3AC FILED BY MARK LEWIS HINTON 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
The demurrer is dropped. Counsel for defendant Hinton failed to provide an updated meet and confer 
declaration by July 1 as required in the June 15 order. Defendant Hinton must answer the complaint.  
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12. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  MSC21-02065 
CASE NAME:  FIELDS VS WINCO FOODS, LLC 
 *HEARING ON MOTION IN RE:  TO BE RELIEVED AS COUNSEL 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
Continued to 08/17/22, no proof of service on file. 
 

 

  

    
13. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  MSC22-00531 
CASE NAME:  VILLA MIRA VISTA VS ALL SEASON ROOFING 
 HEARING ON DEMURRER TO:  COMPLAINT 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 

Before the Court is Defendant All Seasons Roofing & Waterproofing, Inc. (“Defendant”)’s 
demurrers to Plaintiff Villa Mira Vista Homeowners Association (“Plaintiff”)’s complaint. The 
demurrers are overruled. Plaintiff’s request for judicial notice of the Complaint is denied as 
unnecessary. Defendant shall file and serve its answer by August 3, 2022. 

Background 

Plaintiff’s Complaint alleges that Plaintiff, Defendant, and other parties to the suit contracted 
to re-roof a development in El Cerrito, County of Contra Costa, California (hereinafter, “Project”). 
(Complaint, ¶3.) Plaintiff alleges that Defendant is a roofing contractor company hired to work on the 
Project. (Complaint, ¶10.) Plaintiff claims that Defendant installed the new roof using “duration 
premium cool shingles” which come with a warranty from the manufacturer alongside Defendant’s 
own, separate warranty. (Complaint, ¶11; see also Complaint Ex. A, ¶7.) Afterward, Plaintiff claims to 
have discovered defects and damage as a result of negligent installation. (Complaint, ¶12.) Plaintiff 
seeks damages against Defendant, but also names in the Complaint the Project general contractor 
Paul Platt dba Platt & Associates, and Does 1 to 100, various entities “involved in the design, 
development, improvement, mass production, construction, and/or inspection of the Project.” 
(Complaint, ¶¶5, 8.) 

Defendant demurs to Plaintiff’s Complaint on the ground that Plaintiff did not name Owens 
Corning Roofing and Asphalt, LLC (“Owens Corning”) as a party to the action. (Notice of Demurrer and 
Demurrer to Plaintiff’s Complaint for Failure to Join an Indispensable and Necessary Party, page 1, line 
10.) Defendant claims that Owens Corning is the entity which manufactured the shingles installed on 
the Project. (Demurrer, page 2, line 1, citing Complaint, Ex. A.) Defendant argues that at the time of 
filing the Complaint, Plaintiff was aware of Owens Corning’s role in supplying the shingles for the 
Project. (Ibid.) Defendant includes and cites a draft complaint “supplied by Plaintiff on or around 
August 27, 2021” which names Owens Corning as a defendant. (Demurrer, page 2, line 6.) Defendant 
argues that complainants must only use Doe pleadings when they do not have actual knowledge of 
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the party they seek relief from. (Demurrer, page 3, line 20.) Defendant argues that choosing not to 
name Owens Corning will substantially prejudice any ability to reach a fair resolution to the claim. 
(Demurrer, page 5, lines 1-3.) According to Defendant, Owens Corning may have “competing 
interests” regarding the type and timeline of defects involved in the roof installation, and if it is not 
named, Defendant will be responsible for any liability which should fall to Owens Corning instead. 
(Demurrer, page 5, line 12.) Defendant argues that joining Owens Corning itself via a cross-complaint 
is undesirable because it “is Plaintiff’s lawsuit and [Defendant] should not be required to name a 
party that it does not believe has any liability to Plaintiff, especially when doing so would antagonize 
and or jeopardize its important business relationship with Owens Corning.” (Demurrer, page 6, lines 
18-20.) For these reasons, Defendant claims that Plaintiff failed to join a necessary and indispensable 
party to the claim. Defendant further argues that Plaintiff’s Complaint is defective under the 
California Code of Civil Procedure (“CCP”) section 389 for failing to state the names of known 
indispensable parties and why they have not been joined. (Demurrer, page 7, lines 4-5.) 

Defendant’s claims are supported by the declaration of Michael W. Ayotte (“Ayotte 
Declaration”), attorney for Defendant, as well as an attached copy of the Draft Complaint that 
Plaintiff created on or around August 2021, and copies of the Owens Corning “Platinum Protection” 
warranties provided during work on the Project. 

Plaintiff responsively argues that Defendant relies on facts extrinsic to the Complaint for its 
demurrer. Plaintiff argues that the draft complaint Defendant cites was prepared “pursuant to 
[Defendant’s] request” during mediation between the parties. (Plaintiff Villa Mira Vista Homeowners 
Association’s Opposition to Defendant All Seasons Roofing & Waterproofing, Inc.’s Demurrer, page 3, 
lines 23-24.) Because of this, Plaintiff argues the draft complaint is not only extrinsic, but also 
mediation-privileged, and should not be considered when deciding the demurrer. (Opposition, page 
3, lines 25-27.) Additionally, Plaintiff argues that fictitiously-named defendants are properly utilized 
where a plaintiff is unaware of any facts which establish a cause of action against a party, even if that 
party is known to the plaintiff and related to the issue at the heart of the complaint. (Opposition, 
page 7, lines 18-20.) Plaintiff further argues that compulsory joinder under CCP section 389 should 
not be required because Owens Corning was not party to any contract Plaintiff entered with 
Defendant. (Opposition, page 5, line 10.) Plaintiff claims that Defendant and Owens Corning do not 
share any rights or duties arising out of a single contract. (Opposition, page 9, lines 1-3.) Plaintiff adds 
to this claim that Defendant’s warranty overlaps with but is not changed by Owens Corning’s 
warranty, and therefore Plaintiff is “entitled to coverage under [Defendant’s] warrant regardless of 
positions taken by Owens Corning under its own, separate warranty.” (Opposition page 9, lines 11-
12.) Plaintiff finally argues that its negligence claim against Defendant arises from Defendant’s duties 
as the Project’s contractor, not from any relationship or shared duty between Defendant and Owens 
Corning. (Opposition, page 12, line 15.) 

Plaintiff’s claims are supported by the declaration of Lucas J. Olona (“Olona Declaration”), 
attorney for Plaintiff, as well as attached copies of correspondences between Plaintiff and Defendant. 

Standard 
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Judicial notice is a court’s recognition of the existence of a matter of law or fact. (Evid. Code, 
§ 451.) Section 452 states that courts may notice “[f]acts and propositions that are not reasonably 
subject to dispute and are capable of immediate and accurate determination[.]” (Evid. Code, § 
452(h).) A court may recognize the existence of a document without declaring its contents true or 
indisputable. (See Stirling v. Brown (2018) 18 Cal.App.5th 1144, 1151; see also Fremont Indemnity Co. 
v. Fremont General Corp. (2007) 148 Cal.App.4th 97, 113 [“Taking judicial notice of a document is not 
the same as accepting the truth of its contents or accepting a particular interpretation of its 
meaning”].) 

Pursuant to CCP section 452, when analyzing a pleading, “its allegations must be liberally 

construed, with a view to substantial justice between the parties.” (Code Civ. Proc., § 452.) Liberal 

construction, in this case, “means that the reviewing court draws inferences favorable to the plaintiff, 

not the defendant.” (Perez v. Golden Empire Transit Dist. (2012) 209 Cal.App.4th 1228, 1239.) 

A demurrer objects to a pleading by challenging its legal sufficiency, either procedurally or 

based on the substance of the pleading. (Cal. Civ. Proc. Code, § 430.10.) This includes a challenge for 

failure to join an indispensable party. (Cal. Civ. Proc. Code, § 430.10(d); see also Organizacion 

Comunidad de Alviso v. City of San Jose (2021) 60 Cal.App.5th 783, 791.) Courts treat demurrers as “as 

admitting all material facts properly pleaded, but not contentions, deductions or conclusions of fact 

or law.” (Blank v. Kirwan (1985) 39 Cal.3d 311, 318.) Demurrer may also include judicially noticed 

matters. (Ibid.) Notably, this means that only the complaint itself and any related judicially noticed 

material is considered. (See Executive Landscape Corp. v. San Vicente Country Villas IV Assn. (1983) 

145 Cal.App.3d 496, 499 [“The demurrer tests the pleading alone and not the evidence or other 

extrinsic matters which do not appear on the face of the pleading or cannot be properly inferred from 

the factual allegations of the complaint”].) 

 The standard for deciding the demurrer is whether the pleading is found defective, and if it is 

possible for the plaintiff to cure those defects. (Ibid.) When analyzing the pleading, a court must “give 

the complaint a reasonable interpretation, reading it as a whole and its parts in their context.” (Ibid.) 

Where a pleading is curable, the court can grant leave to amend the pleading. (See Price v. Dames & 

Moore (2001) 92 Cal.App.4th 355, 359.) 

CCP section 389 describes a necessary and indispensable party as one whose absence will 

deprive those already party to the claim of “complete relief” or jeopardize any party’s ability to 

protect itself from substantial and unnecessary obligations. (Code Civ. Proc., § 389(a).) If such a party 

is not joined, the complaint or cross-complaint must state its name and the reason why it has not 

been joined. (Code Civ. Proc., § 389(c).) A court must join any party covered by CCP section 389(a) if 

there is no obstacle to prevent it from being made a party. (Code Civ. Proc., § 389(a).)  

A defendant is authorized to join a party through a cross-complaint if it believes its cause of 

action against the party arises from the same causes of action in the original complaint. (Code Civ. 

Proc., § 428.10(b); see also Countrywide Home Loans, Inc. v. Superior Court (1999) 69 Cal.App.4th 785, 

797 [“[A] defendant is generally authorized to file a cross-complaint against a concurrent tortfeasor 
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for partial indemnity … even when such concurrent tortfeasor has not been named a defendant in the 

original complaint.” [Internal citations omitted.]) 

CCP section 474 allows plaintiffs to use fictitious names for certain defendants. (Code Civ. 

Proc., § 474.) Fictitious names can be used even where a plaintiff knows the actual name of a 

defendant if the plaintiff “lacks knowledge of that person’s connection with the case or with his 

injuries.” (GM Corp. v. Superior Court (1996) 48 Cal.App.4th 580, 593-594.) If a plaintiff does not know 

of facts to support a cause of action against a party, even if it knows or suspects those supporting 

facts may exist, the plaintiff qualifies for ignorance pursuant to section 474. (GM Corp. v. Superior 

Court, supra, 48 Cal.App.4th 594.) 

 The California Evidence Code section 1119 states that no evidence of anything stated, 

admitted, or written during and for the purposes of mediation or a mediation consultation is 

admissible. (Evid. Code, § 1119.) Section 1119 continues by stating that “[a]ll communications, 

negotiations, or settlement discussions by and between participants in the course of a mediation or a 

mediation consultation shall remain confidential.” (Evid. Code, § 1119(c).) 

Discussion 
Judicial Notice 

 Plaintiff requests judicial notice of its original Complaint, filed with the Court on March 18, 
2022. Having been filed with this Court, there is no need to judicially notice the Complaint. It is 
already the primary source material for analyzing whether to grant or overrule the demurrers. For 
this reason, the Court denies the request for judicial notice pursuant to Evidence Code section 452. 

Demurrers 

As stated above, demurrers challenge the legal sufficiency of a pleading on its face. The Court 
declines on rule on Plaintiff’s objections to evidence because the documents attached to the Ayotte 
Declaration are not matters that can be considered in a demurrer. 

Defendant demurs to all five of Plaintiff’s causes of action, but because each demurrer claims 
the same defect, the Court shall discuss them as one issue. Defendant considers Owens Corning a 
necessary and indispensable party to this action. Defendant argues that nonjoinder of Owens Corning 
will prevent Defendant’s own complete relief in this matter, as well as Owens Corning’s. California 
courts have interpreted complete relief as discussed in CCP section 389 as “relief as between the 
persons already parties, and not as between a party and the absent person whose joinder is sought.” 
(Countrywide Home Loans, Inc. v. Superior Court, supra, 69 Cal.App.4th at 794 [internal citations 
omitted].) Plaintiff submitted the Project contract with its complaint. (See Complaint Ex. A.) That 
contract begins by naming its parties, Villa Mira Vista Homeowners Association (Plaintiff) and All 
Seasons Roofing & Waterproofing, Inc. (Defendant). Owens Corning was not a party to this contract. 
Based on the facts alleged in the Complaint, Owens Corning did not perform any installation or work 
at the Project. Therefore, based on the allegations in the Complaint, Owens Corning has no duty or 
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interest in the performance of the work contract.  

Defendant presents support for its demurrer in the form of a draft complaint. Both parties 
agree that this draft complaint was prepared “as part of the extensive pre-litigation mediation 
process[.]” (Demurrer, page 2, line 7.) As such, under Evidence Code section 1119, the draft complaint 
is inadmissible as evidence for this claim. (Evid. Code, § 1119.) Even if it was admissible, it is extrinsic 
to the Complaint, which does not mention any previous draft. Demurrers challenge the legal 
sufficiency of the Complaint itself, so any facts outside the Complaint that have not been judicially 
noticed are not considered. Thus, the Court cannot consider the draft complaint or the other 
evidence included in the Ayotte Declaration when ruling on this demurrer.  

Defendant argues, based on extrinsic evidence, that Owens Corning should be named in the 
Complaint. Plaintiff argues that Owens Corning’s warranty expressly excludes the type of defect and 
damage that Plaintiff seeks relief over, so in this suit, Plaintiff sees no reason to add Owens Corning as 
a party. (Opposition page 9, lines 8-10.)  

 
Plaintiff argues that it does not know of any facts to support a claim against Owens Corning as 

well. Plaintiff also points out that it can add Owens Corning as a Doe defendant in the future. The 
facts presented in the Complaint support this argument and Plaintiff may be able to add Owens 
Corning as a Doe Defendant in the future. The Court make no determination on whether Plaintiff may 
add Owens Corning as a Doe Defendant under section 474 as that issue is not before the Court. 
Rather, the Court’s ruling here is limited to the conclusion that Plaintiff has satisfactorily explained 
why it has not named Owens Corning at this time. In addition, if Defendant believes facts to support a 
cause of action against Owens Corning exist, it has the power to file a cross-complaint against Owens 
Corning on those grounds. 

Defendant demurs to Plaintiff’s fifth cause of action against “Supplier Defendants.” 
Defendant is not named as a party to this cause of action. There is no reason for Defendant to demur 
to this cause of action, as it does not concern Defendant. 

As a result, Defendant’s demurrers do not sufficiently challenge Plaintiff’s complaint. 
Pursuant to the California Code of Civil Procedure section 430.10, this Court overrules Defendant’s 
demurrers. 
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